Abstract. We show that every path of suitable Sobolev regularity can be lifted in a unique, optimal and deterministic way to a Sobolev rough path in the sense of T. Lyons. In addition, we prove that the solution map associated to differential equations driven by rough paths is locally Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. the Sobolev topology on the rough path space for any arbitrary low regularity. Generalizations of the results to Besov spaces are discussed.
Introduction
The original motivation and central aim of rough path theory is the study of controlled differential equation
where (X t ) t∈[0,T ] is a continuous d-dimensional driving signal, y 0 ∈ R e is an initial value and V is a smooth map from R d to the space of endomorphisms of R e . Ordinary differential equations of this type are classical objects as long as the driving signal is at least weakly differentiable with p-integrable derivative, that is, X belongs to some Sobolev space W 1,p . However, it is a delicate problem to extend the solution map X → Y in a meaningful way to larger spaces of driving signals containing, e.g., sample paths of frequently considered stochastic processes like Brownian motion, see [Lyo91] . In order to set up a deterministic solution theory consistent with the classical one but covering many interesting example of stochastic processes, T. Lyons [Lyo98] realized that the driving signal X needs not only to take values in R d but instead in the step-N free nilpotent group G N (R d ) (see Subsection 2.1 for all necessary details), which equals by the Chow-Rashevskii theorem (see, e.g., [Gro96] ) to the values of N -step signature of paths with bounded variation, i.e.,
where the N -step signature of a path of bounded variation Z is given by S N (Z) s,t := 1, s<u<t dZ u , . . . , solution map X → Y is locally Lipschitz continuous. In the area of stochastic analysis this solution map is then often called Itô-Lyons map. For more details about rough path theory we refer the interested reader to the introductory textbooks [LCL07, Lej09, FV10, FH14] . This immediately raises the question whether every R d -valued path X can be lifted to a weakly geometric rough path X in the sense that the projection of X onto the path-level is X. Of course, for sufficiently regular path this can easily be achieved by, e.g., Young integration [You36] , but in general this question becomes rather challenging. The first affirmative answer was given by Lyons and Victoir [LV07] . They show, in particular, that an R d -valued Hölder continuous path can always be lifted to a Hölder continuous rough path, which then immediately extends to p-variation by a re-parameterization argument. While this approach is based on the axiom of choice, whence it is not constructive, an explicit approach based on so-called Fourier normal ordering was developed by J. Unterberger [Unt10] . The later approach is in a related spirit as the one relying on Hairer's regularity structures [FH14, Section 13 ], see also [Bra17] . Very recently, Tapia and Zambotti [TZ18] generalized Lyons-Victoir extension theorem to the case of anisotropic Hölder continuous paths, i.e., allowing each component to have a different regularity. They provide a constructive version of Lyons-Victoir approach by using an explicit form of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. Applications of these extension theorems for rough paths can be found in, e.g., [QT11, CL15] .
In this article we shall consider weakly geometric rough paths with respect to a (fractional) Sobolev topology with regularity α and integrability p. This seems to be a very natural choice as Sobolev spaces provide a very successful framework to deal with (classical) ordinary and partial differential equations. It turns out that the notion of so-called Sobolev rough paths (Definition 2.1) is not only a feasible object in the context of rough path theory but it also additionally comes with several advantages, as discussed below. Furthermore, let us recall that Sololev spaces cover the Hölder spaces as a special case (setting p = ∞).
Our first contribution is to prove that every path of Sobolev regularity α and integrability p can be lifted to a Sobolev rough path, provided 1/p < α < 1. For this purpose, we follow the approach based on Hairer's regularity structures [Hai14] for α ∈ (1/3, 1/2). While this approach in the case of Hölder continuous paths is actually a fairly simple application of the reconstruction theorem, the case of Sobolev regular path requires some serious and novel work since it lies outside the current framework of regularity structures. In particular, we need to generalize the notion of a model within the framework of regularity structures. In order to obtain the analogue assertion of the Lyons-Victoirs extension theorem for Sobolev paths with arbitrary low regularity α, we crucially rely on a discrete characterization of Sobolev spaces as recently provided by [LPT18a] . These two ways of constructing rough path lifts have different advantages as discussed in Section 2.
Besides its originally non-constructive nature, a second concern with the Lyons-Victoir extension theorem is the fact that it does of course not provide a canonical way to lift a path. It is even well-known that the existence of one rough path lift ensures the existence of infinitely many rough path lifts and thus one is left with the task to select in some way a canonical one. The usual way to circumvent this issue is to keep (if possible) the probabilistic nature of the driving signal X in mind. Then, it is possible to select a canonical rough path lift based on some type of stochastic integration, see, e.g., for fractional Brownian motions [CQ02] or for martingales [CL05] . One advantage of the present Sobolev stetting is that it allows to ensure the existence of a unique rough path lift with respect to a deterministic selection criterion. For example, there always exists a unique rough path lift of "minimal length" for every given path X of Sobolev regular α ∈ (1/3, 1/2), in the sense that there exists a unique rough path lift possessing the mimimal Sobolev norm among all rough path lifts of X.
The topological structure of Sobolev spaces (for p < +∞) offers many favourable properties which are not provided by the commonly used distances on the rough path spaces such as Hölder or p-variation. For instance, the real-valued Sobolev spaces are known to be strictly convex, separable, reflexive, UMD Banach spaces of martingale type 2. Some of these properties are essential to solve optimization problems or to set up stochastic integration. Despite these valuable observations, the Sobolev distance is almost not used in the context of rough path, which steams from the fact that it was unclear so far, in general, whether the Itô-Lyons map is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to the (inhomogeneous) Sobolev distance, without losing regularity 1 . Based on the novel discrete characterization of (nonlinear) Sobolev spaces (see [LPT18a] ) in combination with classical estimates from rough path theory, we manage to obtain the local Lipschitz continuity of the Itô-Lyons map acting on the space of Sobolev rough paths with arbitrary low regularity, see Section 4. This confirms that the solution theory for controlled differential equations using rough paths naturally extends the classical solution theory of ordinary differential equation based on Sobolev spaces. Additionally, this guarantees the access to the above mentioned favourable properties.
Organization of the paper: In Section 2 the rough path lift of a path with sufficient Sobolev regularity is constructed. The existence of a unique optimal rough path lift is proven in Section 3. The local Lipschitz continuity of the Itô-Lyons map acting on the space of Sobolev rough paths with arbitrary low regularity is provided in Section 4. The generalizations of the presented results to Besov spaces are discussed in Section 5. Acknowledgment: C. Liu and J. Teichmann gratefully acknowledge support by the ETH foundation. D.J. Prömel is grateful to Martin Huesmann for inspiring discussions about the problem of lifting a path in a "optimal" manner.
1.1. Basic notation and function spaces. As usual, R and R + are the real numbers resp. the non-negative real numbers, N := {1, 2, . . . } are the natural numbers and we set N 0 := N ∪ {0}. The ball in R d , around x ∈ R d with radius R > 0 is denoted by B(x, R). For two real functions a, b depending on variables x one writes a b or a z b if there exists a constant C(z) > 0 such that a(x) ≤ C(z) · b(x) for all x, and a ∼ b if a b and b a hold simultaneously. A partition π of an interval [0, T ] is a collection of finitely many essentially disjoint interval covering [0, T ], i.e., π := {[t k−1 , t k ] : 0 = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n = T, n ∈ N}.
Let (E, d) be a metric space and p ∈ [1, +∞). The space of all continuous functions
where the supremum is taken over all partitions π of the interval [0, T ].
1 i.e. mapping X with Sobolev regularity α to Y with Sobolev regularity β for β < α For α ∈ (0, 1) and p ∈ (1, +∞) the space
where B is a Banach space. The notation f, g is used for the L 2 -inner product of f and g as well as the evaluation of the distribution f against the test function g.
The space ℓ p is the Banach space of all sequences (x n ) n∈N of real numbers such that n∈N |x n | p < +∞ and the corresponding norm is denoted by · ℓ p . The space ℓ p n , for n ∈ N, is the Banach space of all sequences u(x) ∈ R, x ∈ Λ n := {2 −n k : k ∈ Z}, such that
is the space of Schwartz distributions, that is, the topological dual of the space of compactly supported infinitely differentiable functions.
The space of linear operators from 
is, ϕ is bounded (not necessarily continuous) if r = 0, Hölder continuous for 0 < r ≤ 1 (which amounts precisely to Lipschitz continuous for r = 1, the derivative does not necessarily exist everywhere). For r > 1 not an integer the function is ⌊r⌋-times continuously differentiable and the derivatives of order ⌊r⌋ are Hölder continuous of order r − ⌊r⌋. The space C r is equipped with the norm
where · β denotes the β-Hölder norm for β ∈ (0, 1], and · ∞ denotes the supremum norm. If a function ϕ ∈ C r has compact support, we say ϕ ∈ C r 0 . Additionally, we use ϕ ∈ B r if φ ∈ C r 0 is such that ϕ C r ≤ 1 and supp ϕ ⊂ B(0, 1), and φ ∈ B r n for n ∈ N if ϕ ∈ B r and ϕ annihilates all polynomials of degree at most n. We set B r −1 (R d ) := B r (R d ).
Lifting Sobolev paths to Sobolev rough paths
This section is devoted to show that every path of suitable Sobolev regularity can be lifted to a weakly geometric rough path possessing exactly the same Sobolev regularity. To prove this statement, we proceed via two different approaches which both come with different advantages and thus, we believe, are both of independent interest. The first one is based on Martin Hairer's reconstruction theorem of his theory of regularity structures [Hai14] , see Subsection 2.4. We managed to generalize this approach to paths of Sobolev regularity α ∈ (1/3, 1/2). Already in this case the approach becomes rather challenging but comes with the benefit that the rough path lift is explicitly constructed and the extension map from a path to its rough path lift is actually continuous.
The second one generalizes the original ideas of Lyons and Victoir [LV07] , see Subsection 2.5. While this approach directly gives the general Lyons-Victoir extension theorem for Sobolev paths, it requires to use the axiom of choice and whence the rough path lift is not explicit 2 . In particular, this extension map is by no means continuous with respect to the Sobolev topologies.
We start by introducing the notion of Sobolev rough paths and some basic definitions in Subsection 2.1. The necessary elements of Hairer's theory of regularity structures are given in Subsection 2.2.
2.1. Sobolev rough path. Let us start by fixing the basic definitions of rough path theory, following the commonly used notation as, e.g., introduced in [FV10] or [LV07] .
Let R d be the Euclidean space with norm |·| for d ∈ N. The tensor algebra over
⊗n stands for the n-tensor space of R d and where we use the convention (R d ) ⊗0 := R. T (R d ) is equipped with the standard addition +, tensor multiplication ⊗ and scalar product. We consider it as a representation of the free algebra with d indeterminates.
We recall further some group theoretic prerequisities. For any
with the corresponding algebraic structures making it a free N -step nilpotent algebra with d indeterminates. On T N (R d ) such as on T (R d ) one can define a Lie bracket by the commutator formula
where 
where π i denotes the projection from
The second one is the Carnot-Caratheodory metric d cc , which is given by 
As we have mentioned in the introduction, the corresponding space of endpoints at one fixed point in time T of all these lifted paths equals the step-N free nilpotent group (w.r.t. ⊗) by the Chow-Rashevskii theorem:
[r] := sup{n ∈ Z : n ≤ r} and ⌊r⌋ := sup{n ∈ Z : n < r}.
In this article we shall always equip the free nilpotent Lie group G N (R d ) with the CarnotCaratheodory metric d cc , which gives then a metric space. This allows for defining the fractional Sobolev (semi)-norm for a path X:
for α ∈ (0, 1) and p ∈ (1, +∞). Note that, for a continuous path X:
and T = 1, the fractional Sobolev (semi)-norm can be equivalently defined in a discrete way by
The Sobolev topology leads naturally to the notion of (fractional) Sobolev rough paths.
Definition 2.1 (Sobolev rough path). Let α ∈ (0, 1) and p ∈ (1, +∞) be such that α > 1/p. 
Remark 2.2. With the parameters α ∈ (0, 1) and p ∈ (1, +∞) such that α > 1/p every weakly geometric rough path of Sobolev regularity (α, p) is continuous. Indeed, an application of the Garcia-Rodemich-Rumsey inequality, see e.g. [FV10, Theorem A.1], implies the existence of a constant C > 0 such that
We say that a path X:
where d is the metric induced by the quotient norm [HR17] ), but additionally to generalize the definition of models from the originally assumed Hölder bounds to more general Sobolev bounds. For a further discussion on this point we refer to Subsection 2.3. Let us start by recalling the definition of a regularity structure as given in [Hai14, Definition 2.1]. Definition 2.3. A triplet T = (A, T, G) is called regularity structure if it consists of the following three objects:
• An index set A ⊂ R, which is locally finite and bounded from below, with 0 ∈ A.
• A model space T = α∈A T α , which is a graded vector space with each T α a Banach space and T 0 ≈ R. Its unit vector is denoted by 1.
• A structure group G consisting of linear operators acting on T such that, for every Γ ∈ G, every α ∈ A, and every a ∈ T α it holds Γa − a ∈ β∈A; β<α T β .
Moreover, Γ1 = 1 for every Γ ∈ G.
For any τ ∈ T and α ∈ A we denote by Q α τ the projection of τ onto T α and set |τ | α := Q α τ . Furthermore, we set T − γ := α∈Aγ T α where A γ := {α ∈ A : α < γ}. In view of the definition of (real-valued) Sobolev spaces (see e.g. [HL17, Definition 2.1]) and of models with global bounds (see [HL17, Definition 2.8]), we introduce a Sobolev version of models with global bounds.
Definition 2.4 (Sobolev model). Let T = (A, T, G) be a regularity structure. For p ∈ [1, +∞] a Sobolev model is a pair (Π, Γ) that satisfies the following conditions:
Remark 2.5. The Sobolev model could also be defined locally in the sense that the L p -norm with respect to x is taken on compact subsets of R d , which is closer to the original definition of models given in [Hai14, Definition 2.17]. However, for our purpose the global bounds are the more convenient ones. Moreover, a non-Euclidean scaling can be included in Definition 2.4 and the extension to more general Besov bounds can be achieved by replacing the
Remark 2.6. While the definition of Sobolev models seems to be the canonical one for our later choice of a regularity structure, cf. Example 2.9 below, in general different regularity structures might lead to other natural choices of models with Sobolev type bounds.
Following [HL17] and [LPT18b] , we recall the Besov space of modelled distributions.
Definition 2.7. Let T = (A, T, G) be a regularity structure with a model (Π, Γ), γ ∈ R and p, q ∈ [1, +∞). The Besov space D γ p,q consists of all measurable functions f :
We refer to D Definition 2.8. Let α < 0, p, q ∈ [1, +∞) and r ∈ N such that r > |α|. The Besov space
2.3. A regularity structure for lifting paths. The construction of a rough path lift for a R d -valued path with suitable Sobolev regularity is based on the following regularity structure.
Example 2.9. Let α ∈ (1/3, 1/2) and p ∈ (1, +∞) such that α > 1/p and suppose that W ∈ W α p (R). The path W induces a regularity structure (A, T , G) via
and an associated Sobolev model (Π, Γ) via
whereẆ stands for the distributional derivative of W . Indeed, for τ = τ 0 1 ∈ T 0 with τ 0 ∈ R we have sup
since in this case any test function η ∈ B r 0 (R) annihilating constants has a vanishing first moment. For τ = τ α−1Ẇ ∈ T α−1 with τ α−1 ∈ R we have sup
. The estimate for Γ p holds since |Γ x,y τ | β = |τ | β = 0 for any τ ∈ T ζ , β < ζ and x, y ∈ R.
Given a two-dimensional path (Y, W ) ∈ W α p (R; R 2 ), in order to construct a rough path lift via Hairer's theory of regularity structure, the key idea goes as follows, cf. [FH14, Proposition 13.23]: W induces a regularity (A, T , G) and a model (Π, Γ) as defined in Example 2.9 and Y induces a modelled distribution with negative regularity in the sense of Definition 2.7. Then, an application of Martin Hairer's reconstruction operator from the reconstruction theorem ([Hai14, Theorem 3.10]) lead (in the case of a Hölder continuous path (Y, W )) to a rough path lift with the same Hölder regularity.
While the reconstruction theorem for modelled distributions with negative Sobolev regularity (but for the original Hölder type models) was recently established in [LPT18b, Theorem 2.11], it is not sufficient to lift a Sobolev path to a rough path with the same Sobolev regularity. First, one loses already regularity when constructing a Hölder type model starting with a Sobolev path. Second, the classical bounds (relying on Hölder type models) obtained for the reconstruction operator, see [LPT18b, Theorem 2.11], are not sufficient and would lead again to a loss of regularity.
As a consequence, we have to derive sharper bounds for the reconstruction operator in the case of Sobolev models, see (2.3) and Remark 2.13 below.
2.4. Sobolev rough path lift via the reconstruction operator. We start by constructing Sobolev rough path lift of a R d -valued Sobolev path with regularity α ∈ (1/3, 1/2). The continuity of the associated lifting map is provided in Theorem 2.14.
Proposition 2.10. Let α ∈ (1/3, 1/2) and p ∈ (1, +∞] be such that
Let us first observe that it is sufficient to prove Proposition 2.10 for a R 2 -valued path
The d-dimensional case immediately follows from successively applying the 2-dimensional case.
Secondly, we extend X continuously from [0, T ] to R such that X = (Y, W ) ∈ W α p (R; R 2 ) for α ∈ (1/3, 1/2) and α > 1/p. By classical Besov embeddings (see e.g. [Tri10] ), we note that X ∈ B α−1/p ∞,∞ and thus sup x∈R |X(x)|< +∞. Now we follow the approach as outlined in Subsection 2.3, following [FH14, Proposition 13.23], see also [Bra17] .
Let (A, T , G) be the regularity structure induced by the second component W with the corresponding model (Π, Γ) as defined in Example 2.9. The first component Y induces a modelled distributionŻ: R → T by settingŻ(x) := Y xẆ for x ∈ R. Then, we haveŻ ∈ D γ p,p with γ := 2α−1 in the sense of Definition 2.7. Indeed, note that with ζ = α−1 the translation bound ofŻ is equal to
where the inequality follows from the equivalence of Sobolev norms, see e.g. [Sim90] . Before coming to the actual proof of Proposition 2.10, we need to establish the analog of the reconstruction theorem similar to [LPT18b, Theorem 3.1], that is, we need to show the existence of the reconstruction operator R (Lemma 2.11) mapping modelled distributions into a Sobolev space and the required bound (2.3) below (Lemma 2.12).
Namely, for the regularity structure (A, T , G) and the Sobolev model (Π, Γ) as defined Example 2.9, there exists a distribution RŻ ∈ W α−1 p satisfying that
Note that L p/2 -norms are used in the Estimate (2.3) instead of L p -norms, as usually obtained for the reconstruction operator, see Remark 2.13 below. In order to define RŻ, let r ∈ N be such that r > |α − 1 − 1 p | (we will see later why such special r is needed). We fix ϕ: R → R and ψ: R → R both in C r 0 as the father wavelet and mother wavelet, respectively, of a wavelet analysis on R which has the following properties:
(1) For every polynomial P of degree at most r there exists a polynomialP such that
(2) For every y ∈ Z d one has R ϕ(x)ϕ(x − y) dx = δ y,0 .
(3) There exist coefficients (a k ) k∈Z with only finitely many non-zero values such that
(4) The function ψ annihilates all polynomials of degree at most r.
(5) For n ≥ 0, the set
Here we used the notation
for x, y ∈ R and Λ n := {2 −n k : k ∈ Z}. For more details on wavelet analysis we refer the reader to [Mey92] and [Dau88] or in our particular setting to [HL17, Section 2.1].
As in the proof of [LPT18b, Theorem 3.1], we define
Lemma 2.11. The distribution Rf defined in (2.4) is well-defined and belongs to W α−1 p .
Proof. We set for every n ≥ 0, x ∈ Λ n a real number a n,ψ x
, it suffices to show that a
To this end, we remark that by the definition of f n and the fact that in our setting
It follows that a
and therefore a As a next step we show Bound (2.3) for our Sobolev model. Lemma 2.12. The distribution Rf defined in (2.4) satisfies Bound (2.3).
Proof. For fixed x ∈ R, λ ∈ (0, 1] and η ∈ B r , we have
where in our case
and the same expression holds for Rf − Π x f (x), ϕ y . It follows that
As in the proof of [LPT18b, Theorem 3.1] we use · L q n 0 (dλ) to denote the L q -norm with respect to the finite measure (with the total mass ln 2) λ −1 1 (2 −n 0 −1 ,2 −n 0 ] dλ, and we consider two quantities (2.6) sup
is bounded by the sum of the ℓ p 2 n 0 -norms of (2.6) and (2.7), it suffices to establish the Bound (2.3) for the ℓ p 2 n 0 -norm of each term.
Step 1: We first give an estimate for the Term (2.6). As before, we note that for λ ∈ (2 −n 0 −1 , 2 −n 0 ] and n ≤ n 0 one has | ψ n y , η λ x | 2 n/2 uniformly over all y ∈ Λ n , η ∈ B r , x ∈ R and n ≤ n 0 . Moreover, this inner product vanishes as soon as |x − y|> C2 −n for some constant C. Hence, inserting Inequality (2.5) we obtain that sup η∈B r
, where we used γ = 2α − 1 = α + (α − 1) in the last line.
For each n ≤ n 0 , by the above observation we can further deduce that
where we used Jensen's inequality for the finite measure 2 n dh on B(0, C ′ 2 −n ) and for the convex function x → x p/2 (note that in our setting p/2 > 1/2α > 1) in the third line, the Minkowski's integral inequality for the measures dx and 2 n dh on B(0, C ′ 2 −n ) in the fourth line, and the Hölder inequality in the last inequality.
Now we look at the term
which can be bounded by z∈Λn x∈B(z,2 −n−1 )
Since the cardinality of {y ∈ Λ n , |y − z|≤ C ′ 2 −n } is controlled by C ′ , it yields that
and then a basic combinatoric argument gives that
Hence, what we finally obtained is
As a consequence, the ℓ p 2 n 0 -norm of (2.6) is bounded by
where we used Jensen's inequality for the finite discrete measure n ∈ {0, . . . , n 0 } → 2 (n 0 −n)γ (as γ = 2α − 1 < 0) in the second line, Jensen's inequality for the finite measure 2 n dh on B(0, C ′ 2 −n ) in the third line, Hölder's inequality of the type |a n b n |≤ ( a 2 n )
in the fourth line and again Jensen's inequality for 2 n dh on B(0, C ′ 2 −n ) in the sixth line.
We also note that
is the translation bound of the modelled distribution f (so that can be controlled by |||f ||| γ,p,p ) and by [HL17, Proposition 2.4] the term
is an equivalent Sobolev norm ofẆ ∈ W α−1 p which is also the norm of Π in the sense of Definition 2.4.
Step 2: Now we turn to the Term (2.7):
.
For λ ∈ (2 −n 0 −1 , 2 −n 0 ] and n > n 0 , we have
uniformly over all y ∈ Λ n , η ∈ B r , x ∈ R and n > n 0 . Moreover, this inner product can make contributions only when |y − x|≤ C2 −n 0 for some constant C. Hence, combining this with Estimate (2.5) we get
, holds for each n > n 0 , we can deduce that
where we used Jensen's inequality and the Minkowski's integral inequality as in Step 1. Then by Hölder's inequality, we find that
for some constant C ′ . Since the number of y ∈ Λ n such that |y − z|≤ C ′ 2 −n 0 is of order 2 n−n 0 for n > n 0 uniformly over all z ∈ Λ n , we count every y ∈ Λ n for (a multiple of) 2 n−n 0 times. This implies that 
So, finally we obtain that sup η∈B r
Thanks to our choice of r (that is r > |α − 1 − (n 0 −n)θ has finite total mass independent of n 0 , hence by Jensen's inequality and we can get that
where we used Jensen's inequality and Hölder's inequality in the same way as in Step 1. Hence, we showed that the ℓ p 2 n 0 -norm of (2.7) is also bounded by |||f ||| γ,p,p Π p , as claimed.
With these two lemmas at hand, we are in a position to prove Proposition 2.10, which ensures the existence of a Sobolev rough path lift above a Sobolev path. In view of Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.12, there exists a distributionŻ :
Since Π xŻ (x) = Y xẆ for all x ∈ R, it holds that
Then by Fubini's theorem we obtain that
where in the last equality we used the change-of-variable λ = y − x for every x ∈ R. Now we 
SinceŻ ∈ W α−1 p , the primitive Z ofŻ, which is a distribution in W α p , is continuous due to the classical embedding theorem. Hence, we can immediately check that
(by approximation, of course) and conclude (2.9)
(y − x) αp+1 dy dx 1. Now we define X 1,2
x,y := Z x,y − Y x W x,y on ∆ := {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ 1}, Estimate (2.9) can be written as
Similarly, we can obtain the same bound for X 2,1 x,y := Z x,y − W x Y x,y , where now Z denotes the primitive of RŻ obtained from Lemma 2.11 for the same regularity structure as before witḣ W replaced byẎ such that Π xẎ =Ẏ andŻ(x) := W xẎ . The notations X 1,1
x,y = Z x,y − W x W x,y are then self-explanatory (although we use Z to denote different functions). Let X x,y := X i,j x,y for x, y ∈ I and i, j = 1, 2, then Bound (2.9) guarantees that (2.10)
|y − x| αp+1 dy dx 1. Moreover, we can immediately check that X satisfies Chen's relation by construction. Now, we define F = (F i,j ) i,j=1,2 , which is a continuous paths taking value in R 2 ⊗ R 2 such that F i,j
0,x ) for x ∈ I and i, j = 1, 2 with X 1 = Y and X 2 = W . Then it is easy to check that F i,j
x,y ) for any (x, y) ∈ ∆ and X x := (X 0,x , X 0,x + F x ) takes value in G 2 (R 2 ) and (2.11)
. Remark 2.13. In the proof of Proposition 2.10 we have seen that the new Bound (2.3) was essential to obtain the Sobolev regularity of the rough path lift, see (2.11). This would not have been possible with the original bounds (cf. [HL17, Theorem 3.1] and [LPT18b, Theorem 2.11]) of the reconstruction operator, which read in our case as
This bound leads only to the regularity estimate and not to the required Estimate (2.10). Note, while the Estimate (2.12) gives the "right" regularity parameter of the second order term X, the integrability parameter is not the required one (here: p instead of p/2).
Let us conclude this subsection by showing that the method used to construct rough paths via Hairer's reconstruction theorem actually provides a continuous way to lift R d -valued Sobolev paths to Sobolev rough paths of the same regularity.
For this purpose the distance between two elements X 1 and X 2 in W α p ([0, T ]; G 2 (R d )) will be measured with respect to the inhomogeneous Sobolev metric. The inhomogeneous Sobolev metric ρ W α p is defined by (2.13)
and for each k,
Note that the inhomogeneous Sobolev norm induces the inhomogeneous Sobolev metric ρ W α p , as introduced in (3.2). The inhomogeneous metrics play an important role in the theory of rough differential equations as, for instance, the Itô-Lyons map is continuous with respect to inhomogeneous metrics. For a general discussion of inhomogeneous norms and distances in the rough path theory we refer to [FV10, Chapter 8] .
The next theorem is a generalization of [FH14, Proposition 13.23] (see also [Bra17, Theorem 4.6]) from Hölder spaces to Sobolev spaces.
Theorem 2.14. Let α ∈ (1/3, 1/2) and p ∈ (1, +∞] be such that α > 1/p. Then, there exists a map
such that X is Sobolev rough path lift of X and L is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to the inhomogeneous Sobolev metric ρ W α p .
Proof. Without loss of generality we again assume that d = 2 and T = 1. Throughout the whole proof, we fix a wavelet analysis with father wavelet ϕ and mother wavelet ψ in C r 0 with r > |α − 1 − Using the same way we can obtain other components X 1,1 , X 2,1 and X 2,2 such that X t := (X 0,t , X 0,t + F t ) is a rough path in W α p (G 2 (R 2 )) over X, where
0,t ) for t ∈ [0, 1] and i, j = 1, 2 with X 1 = Y and X 2 = W . Now we set L(X) := X and thus the map L:
is welldefined. It only remains to show that L is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to the metric ρ W α p .
Step 1: Fix an X = (Y, W ) in W α p ([0, T ]; R 2 ) and letX = (Ỹ ,W ) be another element in W α p (R 2 ). LetẆ be the derivative ofW . We define a Sobolev model (Π,Γ) for the regularity structure (A, T , G) given in Example 2.9 as following:
andΓ s,t = Id T for all s, t ∈ R. Note that (Π,Γ) is the model used for constructing rough path lift overX. Hence, by defining g(t) :=Ỹ tẆ , we have g ∈D γ p,p , whereD γ p,p is the space of modelled distributions associated to (Π,Γ). Then, as we stated above, ifRg is defined as in (2.4) by changing f to g, Π toΠ and using the same wavelet basis, its primitiveZ ∈ W α p satisfies thatZ s,t −Ỹ sWs,t =X 1,2 s,t , whereX = (X i,j ) i,j=1,2 is the second level component of L(X) =X up to an addition of the functionF which is the counterpart of the function F defined as above withX replacing X.
Step 2: Next we will show that (2.14)
To this end, first of all we note that in view of the definitions of Rf andRg (see (2.4)), for every n ≥ 0, x ∈ R and y ∈ Λ n , it holds that
Then, by the definitions of the models (Π, Γ) and (Π,Γ) as well as the constructions of the modelled distributions f and g, we have
Hence, we obtain that
Then, following the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2.12 we can derive that
, the above inequality can be written as
where in the third line we used the canonical embedding
, we can apply the same argument as for establishing (2.9) to the Estimate (2.15) to get that
s,t andZ s,t −Ỹ sWs,t =X s,t , Estimate (2.14) has been established.
Step 3: The estimate from Step 2 gives that 
we can deduce that
, we finally obtain that
Remark 2.15. While the proofs of Lemma 2.11 and 2.12 and Theorem 2.14 contain basically all the necessary ideas to prove the reconstruction theorem for modelled distributions of negative Sobolev regularity and Sobolev models (cf. Lemma 2.17. Let (G, · G ) be a normed Carnot group with graded Lie algebra
for a normed space W 1 . Let K be a closed subgroup of exp(W n ), which gives a normed Carnot group (G/K, · G/K ). Let 0 < α < 1 and 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞ be such that α > 1/p, and X be a continuous path belonging to
While the construction ofX follows the same lines as in the proof of [LV07, Lemma 13], to prove its Sobolev regularity, however, requires some substantial extra work.
Proof. W.l.o.g. we may assume that T = 1. In order to construct the lifted pathX, we will first construct its incrementsX s,t , where s, t are two adjacent dyadic numbers in [0, 1]. Such a collection ofX s,t will satisfies that (2.16)
Then, due to [LPT18a, Theorem 2.2], by multiplying these increments and then extending to the whole interval [0, 1], we will get a continuous pathX such thatX ∈ W α p ([0, 1]; (G, · G )) and π G,G/K (X) = X. to be both equal, and equal to the inverse of 
. Now, we set
Since · G is a sub-additive homogeneous norm, using the bounds given in [LV07, Proposition 6] for the injection i G/K,G and Minkowski's inequality, we can check that (the constant C may vary from line to line, but it only depends on n, α, p and q):
and
Therefore, we obtain that
which in turn implies that
where
Iterating applications of inequality (2.18), we see that
holds for all m ∈ N 0 . Consequently, we can apply Minkowski's and Jensen's inequality to deduce that
Combining all above estimates, we obtain that
which gives the bound (2.16). Furthermore, this shows thatX can be extended from the dyadic numbers to the whole interval [0, 1] and then the left-hand side of the above inequality will be equal to X W α p ,(1) . Now, using [LPT18a, Theorem 2.2] again forX we can conclude thatX belongs to W α p ([0, 1]; (G, · G )) and the condition π G,G/K (X) = X is guaranteed by (2.17).
As an application of Lemma 2.17, we obtain the following two results, to which we refer to as Lyons-Victoir extension theorem for Sobolev path. Note that Theorem 2.18 and Corollary 2.19 are the counterparts of [LV07, Theorem 14] and [LV07, Corollary 19], respectively, in the Sobolev setting, and all arguments used for establishing these two results as given in [LV07] remain valid in the current setting up to changing the Hölder norms to Sobolev norms.
Theorem 2.18. Let 0 < α < 1 and 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞ be such that α > 1/p and
Corollary 2.19. Let 0 < α < 1 and 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞ be such that α > 1 p and
Remark 2.20. As in the paper [LV07] of Lyons and Victoir, the results in this subsection still hold if one replaces the Euclidean space R d by a general normed space V (and then equip the Carnot group G n (V ) with a homogeneous norm which can induce a metric), since completeness is actually neither needed for the construction nor for the discrete characterizations.
Remark 2.21. It was shown in [Yan12] that the Lyons-Victoir extension does not hold true, in general, in the case 1/s ∈ N.
Optimal rough path extension
Due to the extension theorems provided in the last section, we know that every path of suitable Sobolev regularity can be lifted to a Sobolev rough path. This leads, in general, to an infinite set of possible rough path lifts for one given R d -valued path, see for example [FH14, Chapter 2.1]. Therefore, in order to select a specific rough path lift usually stochastic methods such as Itô or Stratonovich integration are applied. The purpose of this section is to investigate the possibility of using purely deterministic selection criteria, which will be modelled by a given function acting on the set of possible rough path lifts.
To be more precise, we assume that α ∈ (0, 1) and p ∈ (1, +∞) such that α > 1/p throughout the whole section. Let K be a closed normal subgroup of
The set A(X) is called admissible set of rough path lifts above X. Thanks to Lyons-Victoir extension theorem for Sobolev paths (Theorem 2.18), the admissible set A(X) is always nonempty. In words, A(X) denotes the set of all rough path lifts X of X which have the same Sobolev regularity as the given path X.
Optimal extension problem 3.1. Given a path
] (R d )/K) and a selection criterion F : A(X) → R ∪ {+∞}, we are looking for an admissible rough path lift X * ∈ A(X) such that
In the sequel, we will demonstrate that, for suitable convex functionals F and for certain classes of closed subgroups K, the optimal extension problem 3.1 admits indeed a unique solution X * . One crucially ingredient will be that the space of Sobolev rough paths (and thus the admissible set A(X)) can be embedded naturally into a Sobolev space, which is a reflexive Banach space. This property does not hold true if the Sobolev topology is replaced by, e.g., a Hölder or p-variation topology, which makes optimization problems with respect to Hölder or p-variation topologies very cumbersome.
3.1. Existence and uniqueness. A classical approach to solve a minimizing problem like the optimal extension problem 3.1 is to rely on convex analysis and convex optimization. To proceed in our setting via such methods, some care is required. Indeed, since the Lie group G N (R d ) is not a vector space, there is no canonical notion of convexity on G N (R d ).
Remark 3.2. For example, taking g, h ∈ G N (R d ) and λ ∈ (0, 1), both elements δ 1−λ g ⊗ δ λ h and g ⊗ δ λ (g −1 ⊗ h) can be viewed as convex combination of g and h. However, unlike to the vector space case, the relation
For our minimizing problem (3.1) over an admissible set A(X) of rough paths, we expect the notion of convex on G 
Based on this consideration, one possible choice is to apply the log mapping to transfer elements g, h of G N (R d ) into its Lie algebra G N (R d ), then performing the classical convexity combinations on the vector space G N (R d ) and finally using the exp mapping to obtain the convex combinations of g and h in G N (R d ):
Using this notion of convexity, we ensure that, for any closed normal subgroup
and λ ∈ (0, 1), the convex combination of X and Y, which is denoted by
because of the mixed Lie brackets of log X and log Y from the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula. In order to annihilate the effect caused by these mixed Lie brackets, we need the Lie algebra K of K to be a subspace of "the highest layer" of the Lie algebra G
Moreover, by viewing G ] (R d ) as a subset of the affine vector space
Proof. Fix a λ ∈ (0, 1), we write for simplicity Z instead of Z λ during the proof. From the definition of Z it suffices to show that Z belongs to
Let g t := log X t and h t := log Y t for t ∈ [0, T ]. We write g t = g 1 t + · · · + g ] t and
with g i t and h i t belonging to W i for i = 1, . . . , [
X takes values in the quotient group G 
As a consequence, by Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, we obtain that for all s < t in [0, T ],
where M s,t contains all Lie brackets involving g i s and g i t for i = 1, . . . , [
On the other hand, again by Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula we get
Hence, the above calculations reveal that log Z s,t = (1 − λ) log X s,t + λ log Y s,t . Now, using the equivalence of homogeneous norms on G
where the proportional constant is independent of s and t. Since X and Y are elements in
. The above observations show that
which ensures that Z s,t = X s,t + λ(Y s,t − X s,t ), and completes the proof. ] (R d ) into the affine vector space
⊗i . This will allow us to rely on convex analysis on vector spaces to prove the existence of a (unique) solution to the optimal extension problem 3.1.
F : A(X) → R ∪ {+∞} be a proper functional defined on A(X), that is, F (X) ∈ R holds for at least one X ∈ A(X). If F can be extended to a coercive, convex and lower semi-continuous functional F defined on the Banach space W α p ([0, T ];
, then the optimal extension problem 3.1 admits a solution X * in A(X). If in addition F is strictly convex on A(X), then the solution X * to (3.1) is unique. 
, where the convexity is induced by the usual addition on
Hence, for any F satisfies all properties of Theorem 3.4, the assertion follows immediately from the standard results in convex analysis on reflexive Banach spaces, see e.g. [Zȃl02, Theorem 2.5.1].
3.2. Example: minimal Sobolev extension. As an exemplary choice of the selection criterion F , we shall take F to be the inhomogeneous Sobolev norm. In this case, the optimal extension problem 3.1 asks to find the (unique) rough path lift X * of a given path X which has the minimal inhomogeneous Sobolev norm or, in other words, is of "minimal length" among all possible rough path lifts above X.
Recall that for
cf. (2.13).
In the following, we shall show that there exists indeed a unique minimizer X * to the optimal extension problem 3.1 with respect to the inhomogeneous Sobolev norm F (·) := |||·||| W α p . In order to rely on Theorem 3.4, we shall verify that its assumptions are fulfilled by F (·) = |||·||| W α p . As a first step, we prove that F is a strictly convex functional on the admissible set.
Lemma 3.5. Let K be a closed subgroup of exp(W [
Proof. Fix a λ ∈ (0, 1) and X, Y ∈ A(X), we again write Z for Z λ = C λ (X, Y). By Lemma 3.3, we have Z ∈ A(X) and Z s,t = (1 − λ)X s,t + λY s,t for all s, t ∈ [0, T ]. Hence, we obtain that for each i = 1, . . . , [
By the uniform convexity of the As a next step, we extend the functional F (·) := |||·||| W α p to a functional F , defined on the whole Sobolev rough path space, in the following way:
+∞, otherwise.
As we establish in the next lemma, the functional F fulfills the assumptions of Theorem 3.4.
Lemma 3.6. Let K be a closed subgroup of exp(W [
The functional F defined as in (3.3) is strictly convex, coercive and lower semi-continuous.
Proof.
(1) F is strictly convex: By construction of F , it suffices to show that |||·||| W α p is strictly convex on A(X), which is the content of Lemma 3.5.
(2) F is coercive: We show that for any a ∈ R, the set
In view of the definition of F it is enough to check that 
(3) F is lower semi-continuous. Suppose that (X n ) n≥1 is a sequence converging to X in
, and without loss of generality we may assume that every X n is in A(X). 
. These arguments together with the Bound (3.4) imply that X ∈ A(X). Hence, in this case we have F (X) ≤ lim inf n→∞ F (X n ) as well.
Based on Lemma 3.5 and 3.6 and as an application of Theorem 3.4, we obtain the existence of a unique rough path lift X * of a given path X, which is of "minimal length".
Then, there exists a unique rough path lift X * ∈ A(X) of minimal inhomogeneous Sobolev norm |||·||| W α p , i.e.,
Corollary 3.8. Given a path X ∈ W α p ([0, T ]; R d ) for α ∈ (1/3, 1/2), there exists a unique rough path lift X * ∈ A(X) such that
In Section 2.1 we introduced an equivalent Sobolev norm · W α p ,(1) on the Sobolev space
2). Correspondingly, we can define its inhomogeneous
Let F (·) := |||·||| W α p ,(1) , we will show that such F is a strictly convex functional on the admissible set as the classical inhomogeneous Sobolev norm |||·||| W α p introduced before.
Lemma 3.9. Let K be a closed subgroup of exp(W [
The functional F (·) = |||·||| W α p ,(1) : A(X) → R is strictly convex. Proof. For simplicity let us assume T = 1. First let us introduce some notations. For σ ∈ R, q ∈ (0, ∞] and U a Banach space, the weighted ℓ q -space ℓ σ q (U ) is defined by
, where D are the dyadic numbers on [0, 1] and µ is the counting Optimal extension problem 3.13. Given two lower-dimensional Sobolev rough paths
] (R l )) and a selection criterion F : A(X, Y) → R ∪ {+∞}, we are looking for an admissible rough path lift Z * ∈ A(X, Y) such that
Indeed, we will show that if α ∈ (1/3, 1/2) (that is, if [ 1 α ] = 2) and if the functional F satisfies all assumptions required in Theorem 3.4, the optimal extension problem looking for joint rough path lifts of two lower dimensional rough paths described as in the optimal extension problem 3.13 admits a (unique) solution.
Remark 3.15. Analogously to the proof of Proposition 3.14, one can actually show that A(X, Y) is non-empty for all α ∈ (0, 1) and p ∈ (1, +∞) with α > 1 p , using Lyons-Victoir extension theorem (see Theorem 2.18).
Continuity of the Itô-Lyons map on Sobolev spaces
We consider the controlled differential equation where I is the identity map on R e and π k (X s,t ) i 1 ,...,i k denotes the (i 1 , . . . , i k )-component of π k (X s,t ) ∈ (R d ) ⊗k . Instead of using the classical notation of weakly geometric rough paths of finite r-variation, we shall consider the driven signal X of the controlled differential equation The following proposition shows that in this case we even obtain the solution Y to be of Sobolev regularity. Namely, Y has exactly the same Sobolev regularity as the driving signal X. 
From the proof of Proposition 4.1 we see that the right-hand side of the above inequality is bounded by C( X 1 p W α p + X 2 p W α p ) γ for some constant C only depending on α, p and γ.
Discussion: generalization to Besov spaces
In principle, all results presented in the previous sections extend from Sobolev spaces to the even more general class of Besov spaces. Since this would make the paper much longer and technically more involved without (most likely) leading to additionally conceptional new insights, we decided to write the paper in the Sobolev setting. However, some results extend immediately to a Besov topology without extra effort. In this section we shall point out which ones.
We start by recalling the definition of (non-linear) Besov spaces. Let (E, d) be a metric space. The optimal extension problem 3.1 can also be considered for Besov rough paths. For K a closed subgroup of exp(W [ 
Following the proof of Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, we deduce without difficulties:
Proposition 5.3. Let F : A B (X) → R ∪ {+∞} be a proper functional defined on A B (X), that is, F (X) ∈ R holds for at least one X ∈ A B (X). If F can be extended to a coercive, strictly convex and lower semi-continuous functional F defined on the Banach space B α p,q ([0, 1];
such that F = +∞ outside A(X), then the optimal extension problem 3.1 admits a unique solution X * in A B (X). 
